The purpose of this study was to determine the level of contribution of the advertisement tax on revenue, which in the era of regional autonomy, local governments are required to always improve the reception area, such as an increase in local tax revenue through advertising tax receipts. This research applies descriptive analysis method, wherein the method is used to provide a systematic explanation, actual and accurate statement of fact, and just describe situations or events not to seek or explain the relationships and testing hypotheses. From the analysis of the data shows thatSukoharjo advertisement tax revenue from the year 2012-2016 reached an average of 119.02%.Advertisement tax contribution rate to the Local Tax reached an average3.06%, to the level of the advertisement tax revenue contribution to the local revenue of the year 2012-2016 is still in very less criteria with an average 1.50%.
1. PRELIMINARY
Background
Regional autonomy is one manifestation of the reform of the regional administration of the provincial / district / city in order to anticipate the demands of constitutional changes both socially and politically that comes from within the country and abroad. The first law on the basis of regional autonomy is Law No. One of benchmarks to see the readiness of a region in the implementation of regional autonomy is to measure how much the financial ability of an area to organizes regional autonomy or selfgovernment. Financial resources is one of them comes from the original income (PAD), which is one source of revenue from taxes, retribution, the management of separated areas, and other legitimate local revenue.
Local taxes according to Kesit Bambang Prakosa (2005) , is a compulsory levy on the individual or entity that carried out by local governments without direct payment balance, which can be imposed by legislation in force, which is used to finance the implementation of local government and regional development , With the increasing development of the sectorindustrial businesses such as malls, hotels, restaurants, and services is a potential business sector in Sukoharjo district. The times and technology very rapidly result in higher consumption and adjust your lifestyle trends. In the business world, marketing communications is one of the most important aspects of the overall marketing activities as well as a determinant of the success of marketing. Due to intense competition in the business world, advertising is not enough just through the TV and radio media, therefore, the billboard is the right advertising medium to promote products and services to the public.
Billboards are objects, equipment, action orthe media according to the shape and arrangement of manifold types are designed for commercial purposes, introduce, encourage, promote, or to draw public attention to goods, services, persons or entities that can be seen, read, heard, tasted, or enjoyed by the public. Advertisement tax is one source of revenue potential in Sukoharjo district as a source of financing to support the implementation of government and regional development.
Formulation of the Problem
Based on the description above, it will be discussed the issues of which will be examined in the writing of this final report, in accordance with the proposed title, namely: According to the agency consists of tax levied tax and local tax center. Tax Center, which is a tax levied by the central government and used to fund household countries like (Income Tax), Value Added Tax (VAT and Sales Tax on Luxury Goods (Sales Tax), Land and Building Tax (PBB), and Stamp Duty . local Taxes, which is a tax levied by local governments and used to fund local households.
Local Tax
Local taxis a mandatory fee to do the individual or entity to areas without immediate rewards that can be imposed by legislation in force applicable to finance the implementation of the Local Government and Regional Development (Mardiasmo, 2016) .
According to Davey (1988) tax collection area by the municipality / district to the community is basically intended to finance the implementation of the task of governance, development and social development secra efficient and effective in efforts to improve people's lives.
Based Reklame governed by decree. 7. fare Advertising Tax is set at 25% (twenty five percent).
Local Revenue (PAD) Understanding local revenues based on Law No. 33 of 2004 on Financial
Balance between Central and Regional Article 1 paragraph 18 that "revenue, hereinafter referred to as PAD is earned income areas levied by local regulations in accordance with the legislation".
According Mardiasmo (2016) revenue is the reception area of a sector of local taxes, levies, local owned company results, the results of which are separated regional wealth management, and other legitimate local revenue.
Previous Research
Results of research that has been done by Fitriany (2012) (2016) that the statistical test either partially or simultaneously indicates that the advertisement tax and street lighting tax has no effect on revenue.
RESEARCH METHOD

Population and Sample
The population in this study is in the form of Target and Local Tax Revenues Sukoharjo district. The sample used is data in the form of Target and Actual Receipts Tax Sukoharjo advertisement fiscal year 2012-2016.
Types, Techniques and Analysis
This research is a descriptive study, the research describes and aims to provide an overview and explanation of the variables examined in this case is "Analysis of Advertisement Tax Contributions In Boosting revenue (PAD) in Sukoharjo" Techniques and analysis undertaken in this study is through several steps, namely: 1. Creating a target table and advertisement tax revenue realization Sukoharjo district, to determine the effectiveness of advertisement tax revenue using the formula: Analysis of the contribution is an analysis tool that is used to determine how much the contribution that can be donated from advertisement tax revenue, local taxes, budget revenues and expenditures Sukoharjo (Budiyuwono, 1995) . Use of the analysis can be seenadvertisement tax role in contributing to the local tax, advertisement tax and role in contributing to local revenues Sukoharjo district.
Contributions are calculated by comparing the actual amount of local taxes to local revenue. Local tax is said to have a major contribution if the result of the calculation is more than 50%.
Results of the calculations are presented in the table below: 
Obstacles Anything Faced by Local Finance Board Sukoharjo in Advertising Tax Collection Process
There are several obstacles encountered by Sector Income BKD Sukoharjo district in the Implementation of advertisement taxation. These barriers are divided into two, namely: 1. The resistance of the internal a. The lack of facilities and infrastructurethe demolition of billboards that have expired. Facilities and infrastructure field includes cars, trucks, household appliances, and a helmet as a safety b. Lack of fieldto oversee the implementation of the advertisement tax. Field workers who oversee, monitor, and regulate billboards now still little and tidaksebanding with the number of billboards installed in the district of Sukoharjo c. The lack of active role of the Sector Income Sukoharjo district in the dissemination of the advertising tax to the public, causing a lack of awareness of the taxpayer in carrying out tax obligations. 2. The resistance of the external
